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Abstract
The ageing of the population deeply impacts on the
social costs relative to health care. The use of modern technologies is one of the most promising approaches, under current study, to reduce such impact. In this demonstration, we propose a framework that can be employed for at-home assessment
of Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI). It is composed by a set of digitalized cognitive tests, developed from their paper-and-pencil counterparts, and
by a Virtual Caregiver, which oversees the test execution and provides instructions.

1

Introduction

The growth in number and proportion of the older persons
in each country’s population is a well observed and established phenomenon [Nations, 2002], which has a remarkable
influence on the social costs relative to health care. Among
others, cognitive changes induced by ageing have an impact
on the overall life quality of elders and on the efforts required
to assist them. Such changes can develop into dementia by
crossing an intermediate phase called Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI). At present, neuropsychological assessment is
the most useful tool for identifying patients with MCI, which
is usually performed by means of a set of standardized cognitive tests, performed by a clinician, in a controlled environment, during a medical examination. Early assessment that
anticipates and detects the need for a thorough clinical evaluation is a difficult task for which an established solution is
still largely missing. Digital technologies are considered a
valuable tool in order to bridge this gap.
In this demonstration, we present a scenario in which cognitive assessment is provided by means of a set of digitalized cognitive tests, inspired by their paper-and-pencil counterparts, and performed under the supervision and guidance
of an AI embodied into a multimodal interface. State of the
art paper-and-pencil cognitive assessment involves two actors: the subject who performs the test and a caregiver who
oversees the test, interacts with the subject and provides indications. The caregiver role within the test is complex and
multifaceted, and the instruction he/she has to provide are nu-
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merous. Among them we can identify the following: 1. provide the instructions on how to perform the tests 2. assess
that the user has understood such instructions 3. oversee the
execution of the test. Then, by following a standardized procedure, 4. detect errors made during the test 5. provide indications (if needed) 6. end the test 7. evaluate the test.
In this demo, we describe a set of digitalized cognitive tests
and a virtual caregiver embodied by a multimodal interface.
The digitalized cognitive tests (Section 3) are provided as
a web application and inspired by state-of-the-art cognitive
tests. Besides the actual execution of the tests this component
is responsible for (4,6,7) and for data collection and analysis.
The Virtual Caregiver (VC) is an AI which interacts
through speech with the subject, listens to his/hers replies,
and acts accordingly. Its role is to perform steps (1-2-3-5).
A graphical explanation of the interaction between the two
components can be seen in Figure 1. These two agents represent building blocks of a wider multi-actor platform developed within the scope of the Movecare project1 , which pursues the development of a multi-actor system to provide assistance, activities and transparent monitoring to the elder at
home. In this framework, the VC centralizes the knowledge
obtained through a set of different sources (sensor embedded
in the environment, social and cognitive activities performed
on virtual community) and proposes a direct intervention by
using an assistive Giraff robot, who lives with the elder, thorough a multimodal interface.
We want to stress that our system does not intend to replace
cognitive assessment performed by a clinician with a test performed by a virtual caregiver. We intend to provide an instrument that, if used at home, could make a step towards early
cognitive monitoring, by identifying patterns that may correlate with an early phase of MCI in order to trigger a timely
response by a subsequent clinical cognitive assessment.

2

Cognitive Tests

Computerized testing has several advantages over the standard paper-and-pencil one, such as automatic data collection and analysis [Costa et al., 2017; Valladares-Rodrı́guez
et al., 2016]. The first attempts to introduce digital ver1

http://www.movecare-project.eu/
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sions of classical paper-and-pencil neuropsychological tests
have been reported in [Valladares-Rodrı́guez et al., 2016;
Canini et al., 2014; Fellows et al., 2017; Dahmen et al.,
2017]. We have developed a digitized version of three neuropsychological tests commonly used to screen for MCI, Trail
Making Test of type A and type B (TMT-A, TMT-B) [Reitan,
1958] and Bells Test [Gauthier et al., 1989].
The digital versions of the neuropsychological tests were
implemented as a web application using HTML5 canvas and
JavaScript and were developed to work on any touch interface
in full screen, to avoid distractions. For the proposed demonstration, we use a Samsung Galaxy Tab A6 with an S-Pen,
whose stylus mimics the paper-and-pencil approach and increases the test acceptability. During the Trail Making Test
the user has to connect, in sequence, a list of dots (numbered
1 to 25 for TMT-A and using both letter and numbers, thus
forming the sequence {1-A-2-B-3-C-. . . } for TMT-B). During the Bells test, the user has to identify a set of identical
icons (icons of a bell) among a set of similar icons. The digital TMT was designed to be structurally similar to the original
paper-based version but, given the reduced dimensions of the
tablet w.r.t. an A4 paper sheet, the number of targets was
decreased to 20 for both versions [Fellows et al., 2017], following the layout proposed by [Giovagnoli et al., 1996]. The
layout of the digital Bells test, on the other hand, was identical to the one proposed by [Vallar et al., 1994] (35 targets
and 280 distractors in the same position) but the graphical elements were scaled to fit the tablet size. If the test protocol
requires that an error made by the subject is corrected (as in
the case of TMT but not in the case of Bells) the error is signaled to the VC who acts accordingly. Test results are stored
in a cloud database. These data are used to allow caregivers
and clinicians to watch a deferred session of the test without
the need of physically attending it.

3

Virtual Caregiver

The Virtual Caregiver (VC) is an AI agent, deployed in the
cloud but embodied in a multimodal interface (on a screen for
this demonstration, on an assistive Giraff robot in the Movecare project), with the main functionality of initiating the test
procedure and guiding the user towards its completion, by
mimicking the role of an actual caregiver.
A multimodal interface is a well-established requirement
for all those applications that are explicitly aiming at being
accepted, and effective, for the older population. Its immediate advantage, perceived by the users, is the possibility to
choose the input modality they want to use [Oviatt, 2003].
This is fundamental for the elders that often have difficulties,
due to poor eyesight or movement impairments, to use classical graphical interfaces, or, due to hearing impairments, to use
a speech interface. Thus, multimodal interfaces result more
advantageous for older users, by offering them the choice of
the interaction channel that is most suitable to their capabilities [Wechsung and Naumann, 2009].
In this demonstration, whose steps are described in Figure
1, the VC guides the users through a multimodal interface that
combines both a speech and a graphical interface (the actual
cognitive test) embedded in a monitor and in a tablet. The
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Figure 1: The flowchart of this demonstration.

speech interface has two distinct duties: it has to recognize
all the answers or requests arriving from the users and produce the audio response. Both the speech recognition and the
speech synthesis modules of the interface are implemented
relying on cloud services. The speech recognition is done
in real time using Google Cloud Platform Speech API. The
speech synthesis is done exploiting Acapela Voice As a Service that, after receiving a text over HTTP request, returns an
audio file. The speech interface exchanges (ROS) messages
with the digitalized cognitive test during their execution (on
the tablet screen) in order to properly react to every user action. The speech interface is always listening for utterances,
once it captures an input from the user, it performs a keyword
search on the text returned by the Google API, based on a
set of dictionaries. Each dictionary is related to the state in
which the interface is, the phase of the interaction, in order
to perform a specific and fast identification of the next step to
trigger. Once the next step is detected, a message is sent to the
graphical interface/cognitive test, so that it can update itself to
work in parallel with the speech module. If the graphical interface detects the change of state before the speech interface,
the exchange of message is performed in reverse.
An explanatory example is given by the test completion
phase, as in Figure 1. The completion of the test can be notified to the system by the speech interface capturing the user
saying “I have finished” (or a semantically similar sentence)
or by the graphical interface. In both cases a ROS message is
sent, from the speech interface to the test or vice versa, containing the next phase to be implemented: the ending of the
test and the delivery of the feedback to the user.
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